The autocontinuity and some other concepts of a set function are introduced and Sugeno's fuzzy measure with some annexed conditions is studied. On a fuzzy measure space. Egoroffs theorem is proved. It is also proved that F-mean convergence is equivalent to convergence in measure for a sequence of measurable functions. Finally, some convergence theorems of sequence of fuzzy integrals are proved, especially, using the concept of autocontinuity. a necessary and sufftcient condition for the convergence in measure theorem is given.
1. INTRODUCTION Sugeno [ 1 ] introduced the concepts of fuzzy measure and of fuzzy integral. They represent a fuzziness which is different from the one described by Zadeh [2] . The monotone convergence theorem of the sequence of fuzzy integrals was proposed by Sugeno [ 11, but his proof does not seem correct. Ralescu and Adams [4] gave another equivalent definition of a fuzzy integral in a more general context and proved the monotone convergence theorem. However, in the example given at the end of [4] , the set function ,D is not continuous from above and, consequently, is not a fuzzy measure. Indeed. the condition that a fuzzy measure ,U is subadditive is too strong for the convergence theorem. By the way, we must pay attention to the fact that the continuity does not miss in the examples of fuzzy measure. Just as Ralescu [5, 6] pointed out, a possibility measure was considered in [ 1, 10, 111 as a fuzzy measure by mistake, but. in fact, the possibility measure does not always hold continuity. Even then in [4, p. 5631 , examples (c) and (d) of fuzzy measure are erroneous, because the set functions ,U given in these examples do not hold continuity from above.
In Section 2 of this paper, a new concept-autocontinuity of a set function-will be introduced. It will play an important role in the theories of fuzzy measure and possibility measure. Indeed, we shall find that. although the possibility measure does not hold continuity in general. it always holds autocontinuity.
In Section 3. we shall discuss the convergence of the sequence of measurable functions on a fuzzy measure space, and Egoroffs theorem will be proved. In Sections 4 and 5, some properties of fuzr!. integral will be presented and some interesting results concerning the convergence theorems will be proved. We shall especially give a necessary and sufficient condition for the following property: whenever a sequence of measurable functions converges in measure, then the corresponding sequence of fuzzy integrals converges.
Throughout this paper. let X be a set. .F be a u-algebra of subsets of X. P(X) be the class of all subsets of X, an extended real-valued set function ,u is defined on ,7. and we make the following convention: sup{ i: i E 0) = 0.
co -co = 0. 0 . co = 0, and if the index set r is empty, then rr . = 0.
THE AUTOCONTINUITY AND THE FUZZY MEASURE
A fuzzy measure is a nonnegative extended real-valued set function ,u: If p is a fuzzy measure, we call (X,. 6, p) a fuzzy measure space. Let ,a be a set function. If we have ,u(E) # 0 ttsheneryer E E i". E # 0, then p is null-additive. PROPOSITION 2. Let (X, ,it, ,L) be a fuzzy measure space. then the following statements are equivalent:
(I) ,u is null-additive. (2) Whenever E E .iT, FE. T. ,u(F) = 0, we have ,u(E U F) = ,u(E). (3) Whenever E E.7, FE. i7. F c E and ,u(F) = 0, we have ,W -F) = P(E).
(4) Whenever E E j T, F E ,T, p(F) = 0. we have ,u(E -F) = ,u(E). (5) Whenever E E jT, F E ~i7, p(F) = 0. we have ,u(E n F) = p(E).
The simplest example of fuzzy measure which is not null-additive is given as x= {a, b), .FE.YyX) and 'u(E) = 1. E = X, = 0. E # X. THEOREM 1. Let p be a null-additice fuzz~l measure. and A E. ir. We hare ,u(A U B,) + p(A) for any decreasing sequence (B,) c. F for which ,u(B,) + 0 and there exists at least one n,, such that ,u(A U B,(,) < 00 as ,u(A) < co.
ProoJ: It is sufftcient to prove the theorem for ,u(A) < co. Write B =
x, B,. we have ,u(B)= lim,Z+-r ,u(B,,)=O. Since AU B,, \., A U B. it follows, from the continuity and the null-additivity of ,LL that THEOREM 2. Let ,u be a null-additice fuzz~l measure, and A E F. We hare p(A -B,,) --t ,u(A) for any decreasing sequence (B,,} C. F for which ,u(B,) --) 0.
ProoJ Since A -B, /* A -(nz-, B,,). Proposition 2 and ,4n;-, B,,) = 0 imply that
The following example indicates that Theorem I is not true without the finiteness condition described in its statement.
OEE and E-{Ot#& = 1, E = {O).
By Proposition 1, ,U is null-additive. We take A = (0 ), B, = (n. n + l,... I. n = 1, 2,.... then ,u(A U B,) = co. n = 1, 2 ,..., but ,u(A) = 1, that is to say, 4A uB,)klu(A). DEFINITION Obviously, if ,U is a fuzzy measure, then "A C' B, = 9" and "B,, c A" ma> be omitted from the statement of the above definition. PROPOSITION 3. If a set function ,u is autocontinuous from abope ot autocontinuous from below, then it is null-additive. Example 2 indicates that, for a fuzzy measure, the autocontinuity from above is not equivalent to the autocontinuity from below. EXAMPLE 2. Let X= ( 1, 2 ,... }. F =. P(X). p(E) = k . ,TieF (l/2') for E E. F. where k is the number of points in E. Then, ,D is autocontinuous from below (of course, it is also null-additive). But, it is not autocontinuous from above. In fact, we take A = ( 1 }. B,, = (n). II = 1. 2 ,..., then p(B,,) = l/2" -0 and ,u(A U B,) = 2 . ({ + l/2") + 1. however. ,u(A) = $. PROPOSITION 5. If a finite sef function ,u is continuous from above at 0 (refer to [ 71) and autocontinuous from above (resp. from below). then ir is continuous from abore (resp. from below). PROPOSITION 6 . If a nonnegalice monotone set function ,u is continuous from abolje at 0 and autocontinuous from abolle, then it is continuous from above. ( 1) ,u is uniformly autocontinuous; (2) ,u is uniformly autocontinuous from abol?e; (3) ,u is uniform&l autocontinuous from belox (4) for every E > 0, there exists 6 = 8(c) > 0, such that, ,uhenever AE.F, BE. A set function p is called local-uniformly autocontinuous from above (resp. from below), if it is autocontinuous from above (resp. from below), and for every ,&bounded chain V c. iT and every E > 0, there exists 6 = 6(W, E) > 0, such that
whenever A E '6, B E (. A n B = 0 (resp. B c ,-I ). 1 ,u( B )I G 6: ,u is called local-uniformly autocontinuous. if it is both local-uniformly autocontinuous from above and from below.
It is clear that uniform autocontinuity implies local-uniform autocontinuity, and if ,U is a fuzzy measure, then "A n B = 0" and "B = A" may be omitted in the statement of Definition 6. LEMMA 1. If v is an injkite chain, then there exists a monotone sequence of sets of V'.
Proof: We arbitrarily take c, E I?. It is clear that, there exists an infinite subclass '@, of % satisfying the property: either ccc, for every c E 'k, or c 1 c, for every c E P. We arbitrarily take cz E P, . Similarly. there exists an infinite subclass p' of '8; satisfying the property: either ccc? for every c E pZ or c 3 c2 for every c E P?. We arbitrarily take c3 E 'VZ ,... . Finally. we obtain a sequence F* = (ci} satisfying the property: for every c, E V *. if Ci3C; +l. then ci 3 cj for every j > i, and if ci c ci + , , then ci c cj for every j>i.
Write p*=F+UV-, where V+={ci:cicci+,} and 'P-=(c;: ci lci+,}, then. between V + and 'p -. there exists at least an infinite subclass. Obviously, if V + is infinite, then 'V+ = (c,J is an increasing sequence of sets of P: if CV is infinite, then 'e = (c, 1 is a decreasing sequence of sets of V. 1 THEOREM 4. If p is a fuzzy measure, then. p is autocontinuous (resp. from aboz?e; from below) u ,u is local-uniform& autocontinuous (resp. from above: from below).
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that autocontinuity from above (resp. from below) implies local-uniform autocontinuity from above (resp. from below).
We asume that, p is not local-uniformly autocontinuous from above. but is autocontinuous from above. Then, there exist a p-bounded chain P. e > 0 and two sequences of sets (A, 1 c V and (B,,} C. i7. such that ,u(B,) ---t 0 and &I, U B,) > &4,) + E for all n. Since P is a chain, (A,} is also a chain. By Similarly. we can prove that, if p is autocontinuous from below, then it is local-uniformly autocontinuous from below. 1
In Example 3, we give a fuzzy measure iu which is local-uniformly autocontinuous, but is not uniformly autocontinuous. It is easy to see that ,u is autocontinuous. therefore. by Theorem 4, it is localuniformly autocontinuous. But, it is not uniformly autocontinuous. In fact, forany6>OandO<&<l,thereexistiEX-andj=-iEXt.suchthat p((i)) = l/2-' < 6 and p(( j, i)) -p(( j}) = 2 -1 = 1 > s.
Definition 7 and Proposition 7 will be related to the concepts of Tfunction and quasi-measure defined in [ 13 1. DEFINITION In Proposition 9. we shall use the concept of F-additivity given in [ 1, p. 121 and the concept of possibility given in [ 3. 5 1. PROPOSITION 9. For a nonnegative monotone set function, F-additicit! implies subadditicity, and therefore, implies uniform autocontinuit>-Particularly, anj* possibilitJ1 measure is F-additive, and therefore. is uniformly autocontinuous.
Prade [ 121 introduced a class of fuzzy measures which issue from triangular norms. The relation between autocontinuity and triangular norms will be studied in another paper.
Finally, we use Scheme I to express some relations between the concepts presented in this section when ,D is a fuzzy measure. We now give the following theorem (Egoroffs theorem) as a principal result of this section. THEOREM 6. If ,u is autocontinuous from above, and a sequence qf measurable functions ( f, } concerges a.e. to an a.e. finite-valued measurable function f on A E F, ,u(A) < co, then for anv E > 0, there exists E ~5 .F with p(E) < E, such that (f,} conoerges to f uniformly on A -E.
ProofY Since autocontinuity from above implies null-additivity. we can suppose that, f,, + f everywhere and f is finite on A, without any loss of generality. then we have p(F,) --t 0 as m + co. Now. we choose a subsequence (F,!} in (F,) as follows: For a given E > 0. we take F,,,, such that p(F,,) < s/2; Since ,U is autocontinuous from above, lim WmI U FJ =PV,,,)~ i-x holds, thus, we can choose F,,,?, such that ,W,,UF,,,,) <++$=+E.
Similarly, for F,, U F,?, we can choose F,,l. such that and so on. Finally, we obtain a subsequence (Fmi} of {F,} with p(U,E, F,,,) < E. Write E = U!s:, F,i E .i7, then p(E) < E. Now, we come to show that (f,} converges to f uniformly on A -E. For E' > 0, take k such that k = mio > l/e'. If x E A -E, then x E A, but x 6?G E, therefore x E A and x 6? F,. It follows that x E Et,, namely, % l I XE n )x:lJ-fl CT\' i=nk It implies that ]fj -f] ( l/k < E' as j> nk. The proof of the theorem is complete. I Theorem 6 asserts that, if ,u is autocontinuous from above, then convergence a.e. on a set of finite fuzzy measure implies almost uniform convergence. This result generalizes Egoroffs theorem in the classical measure theory.
The following result goes in the converse direction:
THEOREM 7. /f (f,} is a sequence of measurable functions which converges to f almost uniformly, then (f,,} converges to f a.e.
ProoJI: The classical proof works. 1 THEOREM 8. Almost uniform comergence implies contlergence in measure.
ProoJ The classical proof works, too. I
FUZZY INTEGRAL AND ITS ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
Let f(x) be a nonnegative extended real-valued measurable function on (X.. F, p) and A E .F. the fuzzy integral of f on A with respect to iu is defined by PROPOSITION 
10.
nlhere -S(f) is the a-algebra generated by f.
Ralescu and Adams [4] gave another equivalent definition of a fuzzy integral. Hereafter, we denote .('(c f dp by If Q, and f, f,, n = 1. 2 ,.... represent nonnegative extended real-valued measurable functions. It is easy to obtain these elementary properties of fuzzy integral as follows: PROPOSITION 11. .l..I f dp = _)_ f ' x4 dp, bchere &(X) = I.
x E A, = 0, x&A. PROPOSITION 12. For any constant a E (0, CCI ], .)'.d a dp = a A ,u(il ). PROPOSITION 13. If f, < f, on A. then .(',d f, dp < .(',d f2 dp. ProoJ: If a,, = 0, then h, = 0 for any a > 0; If a0 = 00, then h, = co for any a E [0, co). In these two case, the conclusion of the lemma is obvious. Now, suppose a0 E (0, co). For every a > a,. since a A h, < a,, we have h, < a,, therefore haO+,, < a,,. On the other hand, we assume that h ao-O < soy then there exists a' < a,, such that h, < ao. Using the monotonicity of h, , then h, < h,, < a0 as a >, a' holds there. Consequently. Proof.
(1) From the definition of j'.4 f dp directly, it is obvious that ~u(AnF,)>,a~~(AnF,+,)=>!',fd~= a. For the converse proposition, we write h, =,u(A n F,), then h, is decreasing with respect to a, and .)'A f 4 = su~nEt0.m) [a A h,]. Looking to the fact that h,-, = h,. the desired conclusion is obtained by using Lemma 2.
(2) Denote j,4 f dp by ao, then, from a, > a, we have 44 n FJ >,PU(A n F,J > a0 > a.
(3) From the definition of i, f dp, it is obvious that The converse proposition is true by using (1) and (2) . 1
In the classical measure theory, for two measurable functions f, and fi, if f, = fi ax., then their integrals are equal. Is it still true for the fuzzy integral? The following theorem will answer this question:
Whenetler, f, = fi a.e.. 1 f, dp = j fi dp holds, if and only if p is null-additive. then f, = fi a.e. It follows, from j f, & = j fi dp, that
= P(E u F).
That is, ,L is null-additive. COROLLARY 1. I" ,u is null-additive. then whenever E E. ir. FE. Y.
P(F) = 0, J-E"6 fdp = jE f dp holds.
Wang [9] gave the definition of F-mean convergence of a sequence of functions and asserted that F-mean convergence implies convergence in measure (in a more particular context). Now. we show that these two concepts are equivalent.
said to F-mean converge to an a.e. finite lim n-,x .
1' if, -f 1 dp = 0. THEOREM 12. F-mean convergence is equivalent to convergence in measure.
ProoJ If {f,} does not converge in measure to an a.e. finite measurable function f, then there exist E > 0, 6 > 0, and a sequence (nil. such that for every i. It follows that for every i. That is to say, (f,) does not F-mean converge to f. Conversely, if {f,,} converges in measure to an a.e. finite measurable function f, then for E > 0, there exists n, such that as n>n,. It follows, by using Theorem 10, that
That is, (f,,} F-mean converges to f. 1
THE CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
In this section, we show some important convergence theorems of the sequence of fuzzy integrals under as weak as possible conditions. Throughout this section, f, f,,, n = 1, 2 ,.... represent nonnegative extended real-valued measurable functions.
The monotone convergence theorem was presented by Sugeno [ 11 (in a more particular context), but his proof is wrong, since was asserted. In fact. this equality is not always true. For example, take a fuzzy measure space (X,.F,p) with p(X) = I, andf,, = 1 -(I/n), n = 1.2 ,.... Using an equivalent definition of fuzzy integral, Ralescu and Adams [4] proved the monotone convergence theorem. Now, we give another proof of this theorem in a somewhat more extensive context. ZHENYLIAN WNG THEOREM 13 (Monotone convergence theorem). Let if,} be increasing. and A E. iT. then lim 1' f,, dp = 1. lim f,, dp. n-x .,
.,, n-r Proof: By Proposition II, we can let A =X without losing generality. If f = lim,_, f,, then f is a nonnegative extended real-valued measurable function. Write c = j f dp. If c = 0. then, by Proposition 13.
O< \'f,dp< I'f dp=O. n = 1, 2,... .
The conclusion of the theorem is obviously true. Now, suppose that 0 < c < 00. For E E (0, c/2). there exists a,,, such that c>a,A,~((f>a,})>c--s:ofcourse,a,>~.
WewriteE,,=(f,>ao-cEJ, then (E,} is an increasing sequence of sets, and E, /E = U:-, E,,. It follows, by monotonicity and continuity of p, that ,D(E,) ,I u(E).
Furthermore, since f, / f. we have E 3 (f > a,,} (for any .Y E (f > a,/. there exists n, such that f,(x) > a, -E. i.e.. .Y E E, c E), it follows that p(E) > ,u({f > aO}). Therefore, there exists n,. such that p(E,) > ,u({f>a,})-E as n>n,. Thus, we have for all n > n,. On the other hand, by using Proposition 13. we have Consequently, lim -f,,dp=c. n-a.. I
Finally, if c = co, then p(( f > a}) = 00 for all a E [0, co). For arbitrarily given N > 0, write Fi, = (f, > NJ, then Fi. / F,: = U,"= , F,:., and therefore ,u(Fi,) ,/ p(F,"). On the other hand, since f, /"f, we have F,,' 3 (f > N + 1 }, and therefore ,u(F,p) > p({ f > N + 1 }) = 0~). Thus. there exists no7 such that p(Fi,) > N as n > no. By using Theorem 10, we have Jf,, dp > N as n > no. The proof of the theorem is complete. 1
For a decreasing sequence, we have THEOREM 14. If {f,} is decreasing and converges to f on A E 3, and if there exist n, and a constant c' < l,4 f dp, such that then Proof. We can let A =X without losing generality. Write c = j'f Q, we have lim,,,% j f,, dp > c. If c = 03, then the conclusion of the theorem is obviously true. If c < co, we assume that lim n-t~ !'f, dp > c, then there exists 6 > 0, such that lim 'f,dp>c+iS. n-;r. . i Since (f,) is decreasing, we have 1 f, dp > c + 6, and therefore, by using Theorem 10, for every n. From the hypothesis that p( (f,,) > c' )) < co. we have and since f, .'I f, ({f, > c + S} } is decreasing with respect to n, we have it follows, by using continuity of ,D, that Consequently, from Theorem 10, J'f dp > c + 6. It is a contradiction. The proof of the theorem is complete. 1 COROLLARY 2. If f, \ f and p is finite, then 1 f,, dp 'L j f dp.
In Theorem 14, the hypothesis of finiteness cannot be dropped. The following simple example will show it. EXAMPLE 4. Let X = (0. co), 7 be a Bore1 field on X and ,u be the Lebesgue measure. We take f,,(x) = X/H, 11 = 1. 2 ,... . Then f,, '~ ~ ./'I 0. Obviously, it does not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 14. Consequently. the fuzzy integrals jf,, dp = co. n = 1, 2,.... and j'f dp = 0. that is lim n-x !'f,d+!'fdcl. COROLLARY 3. Let p be null-additice. then
(1) fn/fa.e.*!'.fnd~~a.I'.f 4:
(2) f, 'I f f.7.e. and there exist n, and c' ,< ,i f dp. such that iu(if,,, > ~'1) < ~0. *.I'fn 4 '\ .if Q.
NOW, we can show a general convergence theorem.
THEOREM 15. If {f,, } converges to f on A E F. and there exist n, and a constant c' < .('.I f dp, such that then lim n--oC j.4 f dp exists. and lim,,, j1 f,, dp = .('I f dp. -;-I&,_,, _)_ f, dp = Itm ,,-.CC.)'fndp=.('fdp.
The theorem is proved. I COROLLARY 4. Whenetler f,, -+ f a.e., and there exist n, and a constant c' < .if 4 such that ,u({sup,~,u f, > c')) < 03. then j f, dp + _('f dp, if and only if ,u is null-additioe. ProoJ: Using Theorem 11, it is easy to obtain the conclusion. 1
We give the following statement, which was shown by Ralescu and Adams 141. as a particular case of the preceding result. Given that f, --) f in measure, under what condition does there hold 1' f, dp --) j f dp? Ralescu and Adams [4] required that p is subadditive, and presented an example to show that the subadditivity assumption cannot be dropped. However, this example is wrong. As a matter of fact, X= i 1, 2....}. F = Y(X) and ,D was defined by ~(0) = 0, ,D(( n 1) = l/n, n = 1, 2 . . . . . ~(4) = 100 if A has not less than two elements. It is easy to see that ,L is not continuous from above at 0. In fact. take A, = (n. n + l.... }, then ~(4,) = 100, n = 1, 2 ,..., and A, 'I 4. but lim,_, ~(4,) = 100 #b(q). Therefore, ,LI is not a fuzzy measure. Indeed, the subadditivity condition, that [4] required. is too strong for the desired result. We can show the following theorem. in which a necessary and sufficient condition will be given. THEOREM 16. Whenever ( f,,) converges in measure to an a.e. finite measurable function f on A E .7, then j, f,, dp + .(', f dp, if and only if p is autocontinuous.
ProoJ Without any loss of generality, let A =X and f be finite everywhere.
Sufficiency.
WriteF,=(f>aJ,F,+,= (f>u),F::=(f,>,aJ.foraE [O. co]. and c=Jf dp. Consequently. from the fact that if,, dp = a A (A LI B,) and j f dp = a A It is clear that f, --f f in measure, and therefore _(_ f, Q + j'f dp. Since !'f dp = N + 1 and j f, dp = (N + 1) A p(A -B,), n = 1,2 ,..., it follows that there exists n,, such that p(A -B,)> N as n>,n,. That is. lim n-,3o ,u(A -B,) = co. The proof of necessity is complete. 1 By using Theorem 12. we can give the following statement: such that If(s) -f,(s)l < F for all s E A as tt > n,,. It follows. by using Theorem 9, that 
